Abstract. Neuro-stimulation has wide ranging clinical and research potential but this is currently limited either by low resolution, penetration or by highly invasive procedures. It has been reported in previous studies that ultrasound is able to elicit a neuro-stimulatory effect at a higher resolution than other non-invasive approaches but both the underlying mechanism that makes this possible and the practical details of how it can be implemented are still poorly understood. The current study has identified the main issues that need to be resolved in the field, proposing several different approaches to tackling these areas. An isolated in vitro peripheral nerve bundle was chosen as a simple model to demonstrate and investigate the neuro-stimulatory effect after preliminary results showed successful stimulation in a skin-nerve preparation. Early results from the nerve bundle show successful neurostimulation, indicating that structures in the peripheral nerve axon are sensitive to ultrasound. Further research using this model should reveal more precisely what structures are being affected and how to optimise the effect, helping to inform the design of future procedures and devices used in in vivo applications.
Introduction
Several effective medical techniques already exist for stimulating the Central Nervous System (CNS). The FDA has recently approved DBS (Deep Brain Stimulation) for various mental health and neurodegenerative disorders [25] . Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) has been approved for treatment of depression and for VNS (Vegas Nerve Stimulation) and is being assessed for epilepsy and depression [10] . Transcranial ultrasound theoretically has the potential to replace or improve all of these treatments, solving many of their drawbacks. Low Intensity, Low Frequency Ultrasound (LILFU) is well placed to make rapid changes to clinical practice with the widespread use of ultrasound (US) in hospitals, High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) devices especially can be adapted to produce the LILFU stimulation protocols allowing potentially rapid transition from the lab to the clinic. Indeed with the medical safety record of therapeutic and imaging ultrasound protocols LILFU is not expected to be dangerous and cutting edge researchers are already testing ultrasound neuromodulation protocols in humans [18] .
The use of US for neuromodulation has been investigated sporadically for over 60 years but is only recently gaining significant momentum as a viable research area. Initial studies by Fry and others showed a variety of different US effects on neural tissue including potentiation and inhibition [7, 37] . The current research field can be divided into those studying peripheral nerve stimulation and others targeting central nervous structures, with the focus in both being on in vivo work.
The first study to re-ignite interest in ultrasound neurostimulation of the CNS was in 2008 [34] , shortly followed by another in vitro study in 2009 [24] . This sparked a series of in vivo studies demonstrating the efficacy of ultrasound neurostimulation by targeting the motor cortex of mice and rabbits [32, 39, 20, 14, 40, 23] .
By contrast the studies on the peripheral nervous system only show much success when targeting specifically mechanosensitive structures such as the skin [18, 8, 24, 17, 4] or neuropathic tissue [33] . Attempts at inducing Action Potentials (APs) by specifically targeting nerve axon have been hitherto mostly unsuccessful, instead resulting in inhibition only [19, 11] , although modulation of APs stimulated electrically is easily observed [29, 22, 31] . Only one study has reported successful US stimulation of a peripheral nerve trunk [13] though their stimulus was transmitted through brain tissue, which given reflections that inevitably occur within a rat's skull, raises questions about their stimulation specificity.
In almost all of the literature, in both peripheral and central nervous studies, the theme follows that very little to no effort has been made to control or correct for reflections of ultrasound. This leads to mistrust of stated values of intensity and pressure and when combined with the variety of models and often conflicting results, studies become very difficult to compare. The mixed findings in the literature have even on occasion called into question existence of the stimulatory effect itself [2, 8] . The purpose of this research is to gain a better understanding of how ultrasound affects nervous tissue and create a hypothesis, backed by experimental evidence for how the mechanical forces of ultrasound are transduced into propagating electrical activity in the nerve fibres.
Biological Target Structure
Neurons are cells that have highly electrically polarised membranes; at rest their interior is highly negative with respect to the positive outside and they fire by depolarising the membrane in a wave that travels along the nerve. This electrical gradient is maintained by the cell by pumping charged ions in antiport against their concentration gradient. The major ions involved along the nerve axon are sodium and potassium. Studies reporting US neurostimulation by targeting the motor cortex of mammals [39, 34] have no way of knowing which part of the neuron is responding to ultrasound if indeed the effect is region specific. The wide variety of structures in different regions of a neuron makes it difficult to predict exactly how the ultrasound energy is being transduced into a cellular response. However, as one of the most essential parts of a nerve depolarisation response, ion channels themselves are a likely candidate.
Opening or closing of ion channels will alter their radius or hydrophobic thickness through conformational change, meaning that all of them will be to some extent sensitive to mechanical forces through the surrounding membrane or other sources, known as mechanosensitivity [35] . The simplest theory for US neurostimulation therefore is that ion channels are both the direct receiver of the US force and the only biological effectors involved in the AP generation.
Ion channels shown to exhibit particular sensitivity to mechanical stimulation include nonselective cation superfamily, two pore domain potassium channel superfamily, amiloride sensitive sodium channel superfamily and voltage gated ion channels [12] . The proposed leg nerve model used in this study will contain two pore potassium leak channels that help maintain resting potential and are constitutively active. It will also contain the voltage gated sodium and potassium channels which depolarise the membrane when activated. It is hoped that future work using the current model will be able to determine the extent to which each of these channel types are affected by US. (1) heating caused by absorption of acoustic energy; (2) periodic pressure changes; (3) radiation pressure; (4) streaming or flow in viscous media; and, (5) high temperatures and pressures associated with cavitation, defined as the formation of holes in liquid media". Numbers 1 and 5 are usually discounted in recent studies due to the low average intensities making the predicted heating negligible and the chance of inertial cavitation low. It is possible however that stable cavitation (oscillation and growth/shrinkage without collapse) of pre-existing bubbles may be occurring. Despite the passage of more than 60 years it has still not been determined which of the remaining mechanisms are the primary source of bio-effects in nerves. Of course all of them will be occurring to some extent in the complex environment of tissues but the importance of each will change based upon the parameters of the US stimulus being applied and the structure of the tissue. Hence the community must focus on a tight set of parameters which are optimum for eliciting certain desired forces so that its effect in different tissues can be determined. In the case of neurostimulation no optimum or desirable characteristics of the US stimulus have been arrived at by any consensus in the past literature which leaves the conjecture about the mode of action and method of energy transduction very open.
In Vitro Nerve Model
In the current study the effect of US on the excitability of peripheral crab leg nerves is tested. This model was chosen for its simple, well characterised nerve bundle [9] that is easy to extract and take recordings from. The relative biological simplicity of this nerve bundle together with a well characterised US field that is not distorted by obstructions or overlaying tissue is intended to give the current study clear and repeatable results where independent variables can be isolated and definite conclusions reached with confidence. High accuracy of US field characterisation is made possible by the lack of any solid tissue depth, allowing accurate modelling of forces on the micro and macro scale which can be compared between different studies and biological models.
Along with the benefits of an in vitro model, the nerve bundle will be exposed to stresses and temperature changes not expected in vivo which may affect sensitivity to US bio-effects. Also, the differences between central and peripheral nerves such as channel subtypes, supporting tissues and morphology mean that this model will not be used in direct comparison to recent CNS stimulation studies. However, as the model only involves axonal tissue, the Hodgkin and Huxley model AP, axon morphology and broad ion channel types are all well conserved and consistent with unmyelinated axons in humans [29, 26] .
Experimental set up
In order to target an ex-vivo nerve with a controlled and known ultrasonic intensity the organ bath was floated on a 20cm deep water bath with a 2cm thick, high density foam US absorbing layer at the bottom of the tank to reduce the effect of reflections on focal amplitude, measured to be <5% of the peak focal amplitude. The water was kept cold (0-4 • C) using ice to slow the nerve AP and to maintain the viability of the nerve bundle for longer. The ice was kept from the US propagation path by 2 sheets of stainless steel mesh ( figure 1 and 2a & b) .
The organ bath had to be designed and built to allow for simultaneous use of various modes of stimulation. A slot was cut into the acrylic wider than the beam profile of the PA409 transducer at the focal point (figure 3a) to allow ultrasound to pass through, preventing reflection or absorption by the chamber that might amplify or alter the effects on the nerve. Thin mylar film (12μm) was used to cover the slot as it has an acoustic impedance closely matched to water, providing a trench to hold the nerve bundle and isolate it from the water bath. Silver foil (25μm thick) strips were placed at intervals over the mylar film and fixed into the acrylic to be used as stimulation and recording electrodes. These electrodes were chosen to be orders of magnitude thinner than the wavelength of ultrasound in water (2.3mm at 0.67MHz) to avoid unwanted absorption.Silver was necessary for a low electrical resistance through the requisite thin foil and so the metal could be silver-chloride coated to provide high resistance to current flow through the saline around the nerve.
To further increase electrical resistance between the different electrodes white mineral oil was used to fill the organ bath, acting as US transmission medium that was electrically insulating, only a thin sheath of saline was maintained around the nerve to keep it alive for the duration of the experiment. A second chilled bath filled with saline was kept next to the main test tank where the nerve was kept if not being stimulated for prolonged periods. The organ bath and all implements were cleaned and sterilised with ethanol before every use.
A water-containing coupling cone was built to provide an US propagation path from the transducer to the oil in the organ bath. The aperture of this cone was covered with mylar film and placed over the nerve between electrode 4 and 5 using a spacer attachment to ensure accurate alignment between the nerve bundle and the focal region of the US. Electrical stimulation was applied via electrode 3 using a Digitimer Ltd. DS3 model constant current isolated stimulator delivering a 0.2ms 2-20mA electrical stimulus pulse (figure 2a) at the start of the procedure and between each US stimulus. This was done to keep track of the health of the saturated Compound Action Potentials (CAPs) and therefore the state of the nerve bundle. Each stimulus event (of either modality) was separated by 3 seconds. Ultrasound parameters were chosen based on precedent in the literature for successful neurostimulation protocols. A higher power was used here than in previously published studies due to predictions made from intensities used in peripheral nerve studies [18, 22, 7] . US parameters used are described in figure 5 . Orders of parameters being tested were randomised to prevent systematic error from nerve inhibition or other effects.
To check the metrology of the pressure estimates at the focal point the US field was modelled 
where β and γ are positive constants, T is time, y and z are two linear dimension variables and U is velocity [41, 16] . This method was used to predict any non-linear propagation that may be occurring (figure 3) by modelling 50 harmonics around the fundamental frequency. At the maximum driving power used in the current study (20W) the peak positive pressure was indeed found to be higher than the peak negative (figure 3a) by a small amount along with minor harmonics generated (figure 3b). Both these effects are not seen at lower amplitude driving powers ( figure 3c&d) . These non-linearities should be considered in any estimation of biological forces, especially when considering medical applications with higher tissue depths. The predicted pressure field profile was found to be in good agreement with previously predicted values and hydrophone measurements (figure 3e). After propagation through water to the focal point a single pulse was measured using a fibre optic hydrophone to demonstrate the amplitude profile that the nerve bundle would encounter (figure 4). The ramping up and trailing off of the pulse is due to the transducer's damping properties.
Results
Delivering a rapid pulse train of focused ultrasound directly into axonal tissue was able to produce significant excitation (figure 5) that only occurred in the first of 5 repeat stimuli. This data was collected over 5 seperate crabs (all large male Cancer pagurus), the large CAP response was seen in 6 out of 9 (67%) nerve extractions that responded to electrical stimulation. Of these responsive nerves only 23% of US stimulus pulse trains resulted in observable CAPs. Significant CAP events were primarily seen in response to the first US stimulus, the application of subsequent pulse trains failing to result in recorded CAP events despite the electrical stimulation showing the nerve to be functional. The electric stimulation did reveal a successive reduction in CAP amplitude between each dose of US, especially visible in figure 5a where the response to the US was also highest, although this inhibition during the 5 stimulus protocol was not always observed( figure 5c and 6f) . The lower or upper thresholds for producing the neurostimulatory effect were not found in these preliminary experiments. Recovery times of up to 20 minutes after observation of a successful US induced CAP were investigated (1,5,10 and 20 minute recovery periods) where no electrical or US stimulus was given and the nerve was not moved, the stimulus amplitude and pulse parameters were kept the same (figure 6). Recovery time was found to have no effect on susceptibility to US as no US induced CAPs were observed in 3 trials (12 total US stimuli events).
Movement of the nerve by 5mm so that a new section was under the US focus for each stimulus session was able to improve the US response reliability from 23% to 71% (total of 14 exposures at 260 W/cm 2 I SPTP ). This success did not appear to depend on which direction the nerve was moved. Figure 6 . Recorded voltage amplitude profiles from a crab leg nerve bundle using 2MPa (260W/cm 2 I SPTP ) peak focal pressure, otherwise identical protocol to those in figure 5 . Objects a to e are nerve responses from US stimuli with longer recovery times left between each stimulus event (0,1,5,10 and 20 minutes respectively). f represents an example electrical stimulus profile taken alternately with the recordings in a. Electrical stimulus recordings were also made during US stimuli b to e but are not displayed here 
Discussion
The electrical responses to ultrasound stimulation reported here represent a significant new finding and demonstrate the usefulness of the ex-vivo peripheral nerve model as a vehicle for studying the nature of the US-nerve interaction. The data found in our experiments contradict previous studies reporting that ex-vivo peripheral nerves cannot be stimulated by US, only modulated or inhibited [19, 22, 31, 11] and provides several novel insights into the mechanism of action, proving that purely axonal tissue and its constituents are sufficient for neurostimulation and that the reliability of the effect is high enough to simultaneously stimulate many axons in the nerve bundle. The next step using the current model is to test several of the hypotheses proposed by different groups working in the field such as ultrasound induced intra-membrane bubble cavitation [15, 28, 27] or radiation force inducing membrane tension [8, 21] . Further research using this model should reveal more precisely what structures are being affected and how to optimise the effect, helping to inform the design of future procedures and devices.
To ensure temperature was a negligible factor HIFU simulation modelling was used to determine the temperature rise at the focal maximum at the highest intensities used in this study. The predicted rise was less than 0.1 • C.
In figure 5a and c the rate of degradation of electrically induced CAPs is faster than a time series control experiment with no US stimulation predicted (30% and 26% reduction over 50 seconds vs a maximum of 8% over the same time period using the control time course) especially visible in figure 5a between the 2nd and 3rd stimulus. This warrants further investigation through microscopic or histological examination of the nerve tissue after exposure to US stimulus which will be carried out in any future experiments. If no signs of damage are found then this effect is likely due to a long lasting inhibitory effect of US on nerve conduction past the point of sonication.
A location-specific self-inhibitory effect of the US mechanism appears to be at play here given the results from figure 6 where very little inhibition of the electrical stimulation was seen (36% reduced maximum CAP amplitude over 36 minutes) despite total inhibition of the US response after the first stimulation. This implies that the lack of further US response is not due to mechanical damage, as this would be expected to similarly block or slow action potentials from electric stimulation. Without mechanical damage as a source of this inhibition the authors propose that the mechanism of the observed stimulation in this experiment involves bubbles or bubble nuclei which are somehow moved or depleted during a single pulse train stimulus.
This theory is supported further by the improvement of response reliability as new sections of the nerve are targeted and by well established bubble nucleation theory that predicts US parameters very similar to the ones here and in previous studies are ideal for generating cavitational activity [6] .
Although the nature and location of cavitation nuclei in tissue is debated [1] , their existence has long been known [3, 5, 36] , meaning the same stable cavitation stimulation mechanism predicted here may be acting in vivo. However, the nature of an in vitro model makes the presence of micro-scale bubbles more likely than in vivo. The presence of micro-bubbles will be quantified at a later stage and if they are found, their behaviour and forces exerted on surrounding tissues can be modelled and reproduced in their absence. Alternately their existence can be induced in vivo by low power continuous wave ultrasound [30] .
An important attribute of the crab leg nerve model is that all the fibres in the bundle are unmyelinated which may make them more susceptible to US forces than equivalent myelinated nerve fibres that have been tested previously in mammals and amphibians [19, 22, 31, 2] . They share this attribute with the majority CNS neurones (grey matter) where the stimulatory effect has been shown to be most reliable though further study is needed to test whether the myelination itself is a significant factor. 
Conclusions
Reported here is a novel approach to studying US neurostimulation, expressly designed to determine the nature of the US tissue interaction, not just its effects. Already the methods described above have demonstrated the US sensitivity of the ex-vivo peripheral nerve model, confirming that US neurostimulation mechanisms are not restricted to the structures of the CNS. Furthermore, structures within purely axonal tissue are sufficient to receive US stimulation and produce action potentials as a direct result, vastly reducing the options for the critical biological US force receivers.
Using the equipment and experiments described above it is predicted that future work will quickly be able to determine the key parameters of US that are responsible for eliciting neuromodulation. This information would have immediate value in optimising stimulation parameters used in research, beginning to provide some theoretical consensus in the field and potentially start to unify the diverse range of observed US bioeffects. Answering the two questions at the core of this study: what is the key US force mechanism? and What is the key biological structure being affected? will certainly shed much needed light on this poorly understood phenomenon.
